A new administration and a new Congress will bring opportunities for tax reform and for addressing climate change. While almost all politicians say they want greater job growth and a fairer tax system, not all are willing to tackle climate change. Yet, there is a way to tackle both tax reform and climate protection. The most regressive federal tax and the one the hits most working Americans the hardest is the payroll tax. This tax—paid half by employers and half by workers—pays for Social Security and a major portion of Medicare—popular and important programs. Our transpartisan panelists propose offsetting this tax on work and hiring with a tax on carbon. This “tax shift” reduces businesses’ costs of hiring and raises workers’ take home pay. Both stimulate the economy. The offsetting carbon tax will raise fossil fuel energy costs, stimulating both investment in innovation and efficiency as well as adoption of cleaner alternatives. This will benefit public health and reduce climate-damaging pollution.
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